WHO ARE THE PARTNERS OF THE ANTI-DISCRIMINATION AGENCY?

- Federal Anti-Discrimination Agency  
  www.antidiskriminierungsstelle.de
- Anti-discrimination Agencys of other federal states
- Ministries of the state government of Rhineland-Palatinate
- Self-organisations of those affected
- Municipalities
- Associations, initiatives and clubs

CONTACT

Rhineland-Palatinate Anti-Discrimination Agency
Ministry for Family Affairs, Women, Culture and Integration
Kaiser-Friedrich-Strasse 5
55116 Mainz
Telephone: 06131 16-5605, 16-5606
Complaints hotline: 06131 16-5611
E-mail: antidiskriminierungsstelle@mffki.rlp.de
www.antidiskriminierungsstelle.rlp.de

This publication is issued as part of the public relations work of the state government of Rhineland-Palatinate. It may not be used by political parties, election candidates or election assistants in the period of six months before an election for the purpose of election advertising. This applies to local, state, federal and European elections. Misuse during this period is in particular the distribution at election events, at stands of the parties and the insertion, printing and affixing of partisan political information or advertising material. It is also prohibited to hand it to third parties for the purpose of election advertising. Even without temporal reference to an upcoming election, the publication may not be used in a way that could be interpreted as the state government taking sides in favour of individual political groups. The parties are permitted to use the publication to inform their own members.
WHAT ARE THE TASKS OF THE ANTI-DISCRIMINATION AGENCY?

Discrimination of any kind must be opposed and prevented. Many institutions, associations and organisations in the country are committed to this. The Anti-Discrimination Agency is their central contact partner.

Together with them, it develops ideas and projects that protect against discrimination and benefit the country through the diversity of its people.

The state’s anti-discrimination agency is the point of contact for people who have been discriminated against. With its free legal advice, it offers the possibility of concrete support in accordance with the General Equal Treatment Act.

ON WHAT BASIS DOES THE ANTI-DISCRIMINATION AGENCY WORK?

The basis for the work of the Anti-Discrimination Agency is the General Equal Treatment Act (AGG). According to this law, no one may be discriminated against on the basis of

- ethnic origin,
- of gender,
- religion or belief,
- a disability,
- of age,
- sexual or gender identity

This applies to all aspects of the workplace, consumer protection, private education, social benefits and housing.

“Discrimination has no place in our society. Only those who know their rights can defend themselves.

Our anti-discrimination agency informs, clarifies and reduces reservations so that disadvantages do not arise in the first place.”

Katharina Bing
Minister for Family Affairs, Women, Culture and Integration of the State of Rhineland-Palatinate